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Abstract  

Due to the different construction of various subsystems in the power grid, the information of various 

systems are not closely connected. Nowadays, the network is complex and changeable where the automation 

is getting higher. This article takes high-risk equipment set of substation in Liaoyang as the research 

background. It constructs HR-Tree for the device set, and establishes a high-risk equipment evaluation 

system which based on the HR-Tree context. Then we calculate high-risk equipment sets in the structure of 

overall data set. By establishing the original data set and the prior knowledge system of equipment risk, the 

non-candidate high-risk equipment set is reduced in the local path of the high-risk equipment set. We refer to 

the process of reducing data as minus branch. After the threshold is established, the branches are reduced and 

the highest risk equipment set is obtained. Finally, we use the scoring system to find the probability of 

occurrence of associated devices, such information is more open. Example showed that such methods could 

effectively express high-risk device sets, and managers could get early warning information based on this. It 

helps people monitoring the power system, w hich could also provides new ideas for the monitoring project. 
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1. INTRODUCTION  

 

State Grid Corporation of China includes many 

systems for collecting various types of information. 

These subsystems in the dispatch control system 

have great limitations in terms of data-exchanging 

and data-sharing, where a unified connection has 

not yet been established for the multi-source data of 

each system. The situation cannot meet the needs 

for development of automated application systems 

and the integration of smart grid information [1]. 

In the process of multi-dimensional information 

fusion, this article establishes an overall framework. 

The system will reasonably allocate information to 

categories and provide scientific theoretical basis 

according to the needs of on-site dispatch.  

In this article, the establishment of an HR-Tree 

information network which based on the framework 

of fused information is helpful for information 

analysis. It is more efficient to explore high-risk 

equipment on the fuse platform of the power grid 

information.HR-Tree is one of the main methods 

for testing system’s safety whose causality is clear. 

It can intuitively and comprehensively reflect the 

internal mechanism of faults. After analyzing the 

basic events, the contribution rate of basic events to 

faults can be obtained [2]. 

The research of industrial multi-dimensional 

data networks involves high-risk decision trees in 

many fields. HR-Tree generates high-risk 

equipment sets and reduces candidate branches to 

obtain the highest-risk equipment set. In addition, 

the method of this paper explores the association 

between high-risk equipment sets and then obtains 

the rules of failure occurrence, which are mainly 

reflected in the score of related equipment failures. 

As an effective and basic method, system safety 

evaluation has been gradually applied to various 

engineering fields [3]. Traditional evaluation 

methods such as fuzzy comprehensive evaluation 

rely on a large amount of historical experience and 

expert opinions [4]. The literature [5] presents 

results on a methodology for high-power EM based 

risk assessment of large structures considering the 

example of smart grid substations. The 

methodology developed in this paper evaluates the 

threat, vulnerability, impact, and protective 

measures as indicators in various scenarios of both 

conducted and radiated intentional EM interference 

(IEMI) threats to these systems. In literature [6], 

Data-mining analysis was carried out using the 

C4.5 decision tree algorithm for the aforementioned 

three events using five different splitting criteria. 

The literature [7] introduce the APRICOIN 

algorithm, which combines frequent pattern mining 

and a fuzzy logic system, to assess the container's 

risk score. The frequent pattern growth algorithm is 

proposed to retrieve the key criteria for evaluating 

container risk. In literature [8], It presents a 

scientific literature information extraction 

architecture using text mining techniques to assess 

the human health risk of electromagnetic fields 

(EMFs) generated by wireless sensor devices in 

Internet of Things. To extract high-quality patterns 

in real-life applications, this literature [9] extends 

the occupancy measure to also assess the utility of 
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patterns in transaction databases. Research on 

power equipment and fault assessment methods at 

home and abroad has grown vigorously in the past 

20 years and has formed a scientific theoretical 

basis.  
Literature [10-11] obtained fault diagnosis 

classification by studying massive monitoring data 

of transformers, and proposed a collaborative 

variable prediction model based on Spark 

computing framework. Literature [12-13] used deep 

learning models for transformer fault diagnosis, 

while abandoning the shortcomings of traditional 

DBN-based deep learning models, and then 

proposed adaptive improvements. Finally, an 

adaptive deep learning model transformer fault 

diagnosis method was obtained. Literature [14-15] 

introduced the calculation of the critical importance 

of each component under each fault and the order 

of troubleshooting by using the T−S fuzzy gate 

algorithm, and combined with the component fault 

self-diagnostic program. The hybrid reasoning 

based on fuzzy fault tree analysis in literature [16-

17] uses a targeted artificial intelligence search 

algorithm, which will more accurately search for 

the fault location of the system and provide a 

solution  for fault analysis from multi-source data 

sources.  

The exploration methods for faults at home and 

abroad have gradually developed into intelligence 
in recent years. The rise and development of data 

mining analysis methods has opened up a new 

technical line for the evaluation and fault diagnosis 

of power equipment conditions. Data mining in 

industry proposed high requirements for more 

parameter’s information of equipment condition[18]. 
In recent years, the algorithms about data mining 

analysis have been used in a variety of situations in 

industry. 

Although the innovation of digital technology 

had brought convenience to system monitoring and 

equipment management, the integration of digital 

information in the power system has not yet 

matured. This is mainly because the framework of 

information fusion is not yet constructed, so the 

efficiency of information utilization has not yet 

meet the requirements. On dispatching department 

under the State Grid Corporation of China, multi-

professional knowledge can be presented on several 

platform in a short period of time, but the manual 

release of commands is delayed in time. In 

summary, this paper reduces branches between 

various data sets, and the high-risk equipment set 

which obtained after branch reduction has guiding 

significance for the dispatch center. The method of 

this paper calculates the relationship between 

various data sets, and the estimated occurrence of 

the fault of device. Therefore, the research on 

electric power data mining still has great 

development prospects. 

 

 

2. EVALUATION METHOD OF 

CHARACTERIZATION FROM 

EQUIPMENT RISK  
 

Facts have proved that equipment failure often 

were the direct cause of power outages and the key 

factor in the expansion of accidents, so equipment 

risk is one of the cores of grid risk assessment. As 

shown in Figure 1, equipment risk impact is 

composed of equipment importance and equipment 

hidden dangers, and they are respectively composed 

of equipment cost, voltage level, level of power 

supply area, related scale, alarm level, impact of 

failure , and maintenance frequency. 
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Fig. 1. The system of risk-assessment 

 

As shown in Figure 1, equipment risk impact is 

mainly composed of equipment importance and 

equipment hidden dangers. The interaction between 

equipment importance and equipment hidden 

dangers  finally determines the final risk value of 

equipment. Equipment importance and equipment 

hidden dangers can be divided into seven section in 

detail: 

A, Equipment cost. From the economic point of 

view, the more expensive the equipment, the 

more important it is. Its level has a clear guiding 

effect on the evaluation equipment. 

B, Voltage level. The basis of the establishment of 

the voltage level is the magnitude of the impact 

on the environment and residents after the 

failure of high-voltage equipment. The level is 

established by the magnitude of the loss caused 

by the environmental blackout. 

C, Level of power supply area. The magnitude of 

the load is proportional to the risk factor. The 

higher the factor of risk, the greater the 

administrative level of the department in which 

the equipment is located. The high level of 

power supply area represents its high risk. 

D, Related scale. In the process of equipment 

failure, the scale of the affected equipment is 

counted to determine the important impact of 

the equipment. 

E, Alarm level. The alarm characterization 

form of the device is the weighted summation of 

each alarm level. Its formula is as follows: 

1

t

i i

i

WR w K


          (1) 
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In the formula, iw  is set as the alarm level, iK  

is set as the frequency of occurrence of a certain 

alarm level, and t  is the number of alarm levels. 

The larger the value of WR .The greater the alarm 

level, the greater the degree of risk damage. 

F, The equipment's fault characterization is a 

weighted summation of various fault levels, and its 

formula is as follows: 

1

s

i i

i

GR g T


          (2) 

In the formula, ig  is set as the fault level, iT  is 

set as the frequency of occurrence of a certain alarm 

level, and s  is the number of alarm levels. 

G, Maintenance frequency. Equipment 

maintenance is divided into planned maintenance 

and maintenance after failure. The number of 

maintenance times objectively represents the of 

equipment hidden dangers. 

These non-quantifiable indicators are shown in 

Tables 1 to 3: 
Table 1. Standard of equipment cost 

Index    Level (Unit: 1,000$)     Level    Quantified 

value 

 

 

Equipment  

cost 

>100         Important          9 

100~50      More important      7 

50~20         medium          5 

20~10     Less important         3 

<10           minor            1 

 
 Table 2. Voltage level(unit: kV) 

Voltage level   <66    110    220    330    >500  

Level        Slight  Lighter General  serious  Very  

Quantified value  1     3      5       7      9 

 
Table 3. Level of power-supply area 

Index        Zone / ID    Level    Quantified value      

 

 

Regional  

level 

Factory /A   Important         9 

 Mall/B   More important      7 

Shool/C    medium           5 

 Park/D   Less important       3 

Suburbs /E   minor            1 

 

The process is based on expert evaluation and 

manual weighting. The equipment importance is the 

same as the evaluation method of equipment hidden 

dangers. According to the actual situation, only 

these two indicators Equipment cost and Voltage 

level are static, while other indicators (including 

Level of power supply area, Related scale, Alarm 

level, Impact of failure, Maintenance frequency)are 

dynamically changing, which is also caused by the 

physical structure of the device itself. 

Half-ladder model includes Half-lift ladder 

model and Half-step ladder model. In order to 

facilitate subsequent calculations, the quantized 

data is subjected to isotropic processing, that is, the 

quantized results are all located in the interval [0,1], 

in Half-lift ladder model, the smaller the value, the 

better the corresponding state and running status. 

The expression of the Half-lift ladder scoring 

model is: 

0, 0

(x) (x a) / (b a),

1,

x a

T a x b

x b

 


    
 

   (3) 

The expression of the Half-step ladder  scoring 

model is: 

1, 0

(x) (b ) / (b a),

0,

x a

T x a x b

x b

 


    
 

    (4) 

We quantify each index using methods such as 

formula (3) and formula (4). Such algorithms are 

more accurate and fair which are widely used in 

engineering applications. Among them, a, b are 

thresholds; m is a quantized parameter value. 

According to the relevant regulations and 

maintenance experience settings, the revision of the 

threshold and parameter values of each state 

quantity be found above. 

 

2.1. Assessment system in equipment risk impact  

The above related equipment set is defined 

as:  1 2, ,..., ,sT t t t s N  , N is the 

number of devices, st  is the device name, and 

under the index ih , the data of the device can be 

quantified. 
According to the establishment of each 

characterization of equipment risk in Section 2.1, 

the mathematical model for establishing the 

evaluation system is shown in formula (5): 

i i iFR SI YI          (5) 

In the formula, iFR  represents equipment risk 

impact of device i , iSI  represents the equipment 

importance of device i , and iYI  represents 

equipment hidden dangers of device i . The 

indicator set of characterization from equipment 

importance is  1 2, ,..., iW h h h .In the indicator 

set, i  is the number of member from equipment 

importance, which are the equipment cost, voltage 

level, level of power supply area, and Related scale. 

   Under the quantification of the index ih , the 

equipment relative importance matrix is shown in 

formula (6): 

    

11 12 11

2 21 22 2

1 2

...

...

... ... ... ... ...

...

N

N

i

s N N NN

g g gt

t g g g
G

t g g g

 
 
 
 
 
 

  (6) 

As shown in formula (6), iig  represents the 

relative importance value of the device it  under 

the corresponding index ih . The definition of 

relative importance in formula (6) is shown in 

formula (7):  
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2 ;

1 ;

0 ;

i j

ij i j

i j

t t

g t t

t t

 


 
 

       (7)
 

After obtaining the sum iG  of the row vectors of 

the same index, the high-level relative importance 

under the index ih  is obtained: 
(h )

1

N N

N
h

i ij

j

g g


 . 

At the same time, the maximum eigenvalues: i  

and corresponding eigenvectors: 

 1 2, ,...,i iX x x x  are obtained for the relative 

importance matrix between indicators: 

 1 2, ,...,i iX x x x . After that, the feature vector 

could be normalized to get the standard feature 

vector:  ' ' ' '

1 2, ,...,i iX x x x , The relative 

importance of the equipment is obtained by formula 

(8), namely: 
' Nh

i i iSI X g           (8)
 

This article normalizes the relative importance 

calculated by each device: iSI . 

 

2.2. Definition of equipment high risk set  

The risk value of device it  is recorded as 

( )iR t , which is the product of the support degree  

of the device: sup(t )i  and equipment risk impact: 

(t )iFR , as shown in formula (9): 

( ) sup( ) ( )i i iR t t FR t     (9) 

Define the minimum equipment risk threshold 

as min R , and eliminate the risk equipment smaller 

than min R  in (t )iR of several devices. 

Let  1 2, ,..., ,sJ j j j s N   be the 

collection of faulty things in the research carrier, 

and 
1

(t ,c )
p

i i i

i

j


 . ic  represents the frequency of 

occurrence of it  in single transaction ij , and p  

is the total number of transactions. 

This research method defines the equipment 

risk value of different attributes: 

Definition 1: Calculate the equipment risk value 

of a single device it , and multiply the equipment 

risk impact of a single device by the frequency of 

the failure transaction ic , as shown in formula 

(10): 

0 iR FR C           (10)  

It calculates the equipment risk value of a single 
incident on the equipment set, s  is the number of 

set including the incident, as shown in formula 

(11): 

           1 0

1

s

i

i

R R


          (11) 

Calculate the equipment risk value of the total 

accident set of all equipment set, as shown in 

formula (12):   

 2 1

1

p

i

i

R R


          (12)
 

The sum of the risk values of all things for a single 

device st  is defined as 
3R : 

3 0

1

p

i

i

R R


          (13)
 

Definition 2: The minimum risk threshold of the 

equipment is min R , which is a proportional value 

of 
2R , and the proportional coefficient is  , as 

shown in formula (14): 

2min R R         (14) 

the equipment risk value of a single incident on the 

equipment set in the article should meet the 

conditions: 1 minR R  . 

 
2.3. HR-Tree mining algorithm based on 

equipment risk impact data 

The HR-Tree algorithm describes a tree 

structure for classifying specific parameters. The 

algorithm moves down recursively until it reaches 

the leaf node, and finally assigns the instance to the 

class of the leaf node [19]. 

The construct of the HR-Tree for the equipment 

risk impact was obtained in Section 2.2.The 

information of each equipment fault set name each 

node and connection point of the tree as H.name, 

H.count, H.link, H.parent, H. risk. H.name refers to 

the node name and device number. H.count refers 

to the number of branches passing through the 

node, and H.link refers to the connection with the 

same device number but not dependent on the 

existence of a branch. H.parent refers to the parent 

node common to a single node, and H.risk refers to 

the accumulation of risk value of a single node. The 

algorithm flow of HR-Tree is shown in Figure 2. 

It can be seen from Figure 2 that the HR-Tree 

starts from the integration of the original data, 

which obtains the initial equipment risk set through 

the information screening of rule 1.It eliminates the 

low-threshold equipment set through rule 2 and the 

equipment risk threshold. This article defines the 

first rule, second rule and pruning of HR-Tree as 

follows: 

Rule 1: If the risk value of a certain item of 

equipment does not meet the minimum risk 

threshold, the inclusion item of the device is 

eliminated. After a certain device set eliminates 

some branches, the branches need to be rebuilt. 

Rule 2: If a certain device set is determined to 

be a high-risk set, any subset of the device set 

meets the minimum threshold of the minimum risk. 

This principle is also called downward closure. 

pruning process: 

Step 1: Perform risk value evaluation on the 

initial data of the equipment to obtain the initial risk 

equipment set. 

Step 2: Calculate the minimum risk threshold as 

A and construct the global equipment risk set. 
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Step 3: Eliminate the set of equipment that does 

not meet the requirements, and reduce the number 

of branches to form a new HR-Tree. 

Step 4: Find the equipment set with the highest 

risk from the local equipment set and determine the 

environmental safety index in the new situation. 

 
Device raw data

First scan

Equipment risk 

collection

Equipment high 

risk collection

early warning

Rule one:

Rule two: Calculating risk threshold

 
       Fig. 2. HR-Tree’s flow-chats   

 
3. CASE ANALYSIS  
 

3.1. The analysis of Equipment risk impact  

This paper selects 9 equipments of a 220kV 

substation in Liaoyang to evaluate the equipment 

risk impact. This section categorizes the 

information of importance index from 9 devices, as 

shown in Table 4. 
Table 4. Index value 

Device    Number  Cost  Voltage   Area  Relative  

Transformer  B1     9    5/220kV  9/A     9 

Transformer  B2     7    3/110kV  9/A     9 

Lines        S1     3    3/110kV  5/C     3 

Bus bar      M1     5    5/220kV  7/B     5 

Breaker      D1     9    3/110kV  9/A     9 

Breaker      D2     9    5/220kV  7/B     9 

Switchs      G1     1    3/110kV  9/A     1 

Capacitors    H1     5    1/10kV   7/B     5 

Capacitors    H2     7    3/110kV  5/C     7 

 

A judgment matrix is constructed based on the 

information of importance equipment from the four 

indicators. The maximum eigenvalue is 4.2467, and 

its maximum eigenvector is: 

{0.2246,0.2301,0.3361,0.2092}w .  

The consistency check is: 0.0913 0.1CR   .  

The information in Table 4 is substituted into 

formulas (4) and (6). The calculation results of 

equipment importance are: 

 1 1 2 9, ,...,SI si si si = [1.9046, 0.9395, 1.4196, 

1.1411, 0.9619, 0.6156, 11.343, 5.6603, 1.4888], 

and the results are normalized. The equipment 

hidden danger can be obtained. The equipment risk 

impact is further normalized the results are shown 

in Table 5. 
 

 

 

 

Table 5. Risk impact 

Device   Number  Importance  (H)Dangers  (F)Risk  

Transformer B1    0.1679      1.0000      0.1679 

Transformer B2    0.0828      0.1209      0.0100 

Line       S1    0.1251      0.1587      0.0199 

Bus bar    M1    0.1006      0.1139      0.0115 

Breaker    D1    0.0848      0.1589      0.0135 

Breaker    D2    0.0543      0.1146      0.0622 

Switch     G1    1.0000      0.0998      0.0998 

Capacitor   H1    0.4990      0.1188      0.0593 

Capacitor   H2    0.1313      0.1870      0.0246 

 

Table 6 collects various types of alarm information 

for a 220kV substation in Liaoyang in 2019, and it 

sorts out the original data to get an example of the 

original set of equipment failures. 

 
Table 6. Risk-set 

Incident              Path               R1 

L1        (B1,1),(S1,4),(M1,3),(G1,1)     0.3818 

L2        (B2,5),(M1,1),(H2,3),(G1,1)     0.2351 

L3            (D1,3),(B2,3),(H2,2)       0.1197 

L4           (B1,1),(B2,4),(D1,2)        0.2349 

L5        (H2,1),(B2,5),(D1,3),(M1,1)     0.1266 

L6            (B2,4),(D1,1),(M1,1)       0.0650 

 

According to the total value of the single 

transaction risk in Table 6, the total transaction 

impact of the equipment risk: 3R  can be 

calculated as:  1, 2, 1, 1, 1, 1, 2B B S M D G H = 

{0.6167, 0.7813, 0.3818, 0.8085, 0.5462, 0.6169, 

0.4814}, and the equipment risk impact of the total 

accident set is calculated as 1.1631, the scale factor 

is 0.4, according to formula (15), the minimum risk 

threshold: min R  is 0.4652, and the equipment 

set below the risk threshold is removed: 

1, 2, 1, 2M B D H .This step is the basis for 

reducing branches. The S1 equipment is discarded 

and all branches were arranged according to the 

total transaction risk value. 

 

3.2. The construction and reduction of HR-Tree 

According to the basic data in section 3.1, HR-

Tree is constructed. In this section, branch A is first 

established. The process is as follows: 

(1) Establish the root node of the tree and name 

it top. 

(2) Insert transaction set:  

1={(M1,3),(G1,1),(B1,1)}L ,  

1.nameMH  = {M1}, 

1.countMH =1, 

1.riskMH =R1(L1)-(R1({G1}L1) 

+R1({B1}L1)) 

=0.3022-0.0998-0.1679=0.0345,
 

1.riskGH =R1(L1)-R1({B1},L1) 

=0.3022-0.1679=0.1343, 

1.riskBH =R1(L1)=0.3022, 
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The HR-Tree L1 path is constructed, as shown 

in Figure 3. 
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Fig. 3. L1path analysis 

 

Insert the L2, L3, L4, L5, and L6 paths in the L1 

path to form a partially complete HR-Tree, and 

connect the branches with the same numbered 

devices. As shown in Figure 4. 

According to the total transaction risk value 

3R , a non-candidate lower risk path is obtained, in 

which the path {H2} 's total transaction risk value 

is the smallest, it’s thinning process is as follows: 

Classify the three paths containing {H2}: 

1, 2, 1, 2M B D H :0.1266, 

1, 2,G1, 2M B H :0.2351, 

2, 1, 2B D H :0.1197, 

Then the each transaction risk(
3R ) of them is: 

2B :0.4814, 2H :0.4814, 1M :0.3617, 1D :

0.2463, 1G :0.2351. 

TOPTOP

{M1,1}:0.069 {B2,1}:0.07
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Fig. 4. Overall HR-Tree 

Remove the non-candidate high risk set: 1G  

and readjust the path. The process is shown in 

Table 7. 
Table 7. {H2}Path of information  

Original path           Adjusted path     N.count 
L5<M1 B2 D1 H2>:0.1266   <M1 B2 D1 H2>:0.1266   1 
L2<M1 B2 G1 H2>:0.2351    <M1 B2 H2>:0.1353     1 

L3<B2 D1 H2>:0.1197       <B2 D1 H2>:0.1197      1 

 

The minimum global risk value of local devices is 

shown in Table 8. 
Table 8. Minimum risk value  

Device ID:     M1      B2       D1       H2   

Value:      0.0115   0.0300    0.0135    0.0246 

 

The risk value of the new path is defined as 

.riskH  , the minimum risk value of the device is 

defined as .minH , and the support degree of the 

new path about device is .countH  , then the new 

definition formula is: 

H.risk =H.risk- .min H.countH    (15) 

Reconstruct the local path risk value and 

describe the first path in Table 7: 

1 5 1 5H .risk =H .risk- .min H .countM L M LH  =0.1

266-0.03-0.0135-0.0246=0.0585. 

2 5 2 5H .risk =H .risk- .min H .countB L B LH  =0.1

266-0.0135-0.0246=0.0885. 

1 5 1 5H .risk =H .risk- .min H .countD L D LH  =0.1

266-0.0246=0.102. 

2 5 2 5H .risk =H .risk- .min H .countH L H LH  =0.

1266. 

The partial branch reduction is shown in Figure 5. 
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{H2,1}:0.1266

0

0.05

0.1

0.15

0.2

0.25

0.3

0.35

0.4

R3

M1

B2

D1

H2

 
Fig. 5. Branch reduction 

 

The transaction risk set of the local HR-Tree in 

Figure 5 is collectively recorded as: 

{ 1, 2}D B :0.1971, 

{ 2, 1}B M :0.1992,  

{ 1, 2, 1}D B M :0.102, 

{ 2, 2, 1}H B M :0.1353, 

{ 2, 1, 2}H D B :0.1197, 

{ 2, 1, 2, 1}H D B M :0.1266。 

The same method is used to analyze the risk value 

of local path set  from other devices 

{ 1, 2, 1, 1, 1, 1}B B S M D G , and the minimum risk 

threshold min R  is also used as the threshold. 

The highest proportional risk is  . By calculation, 
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the highest risk of equipment set can be 

obtained:{ 1, 1, 2}D B B :0.2349, { 2, 1, 2}H D B : 

0.2463, { 1, 1, 1}B G M :0.3022.  

According to on-site dispatching, high-risk 

collections have a great impact on the environment, 

and this information plays an important role in early 

warning of dispatchers and maintenance teams. 

After investigation, the on-site 110kV transformer  

and 10kV capacitor had a long investment time and 

aging phenomenon, which were highly consistent 

with the early warning of high-risk equipment.      

After that, this section attempts to find the  

connection between transactions, and then explores 

the law of transaction occurrence, and provides a 

reference for the dispatchers on site. The simulation 

results are shown in Figure 6. 

Three levels

3

… 29

Correlation 

analysis

Priority

{M1}>{D1}:0.1266

…
{M1}>{B2}:0.2619

{M1}>{H2}:0.2619

…
{B2}>{D1}:0.3546

{B2}>{H2}:0.3816

Quantity 7

Low level

{M1}>{D1,H2}:0.1266

…
{B2}>{D1,H2}:0.2463

{M1}>{B2,H2}:0.2619

Quantity 5

intermediate

{M1,B2}>{H2}:0.1266

{B2,D1}>{H2}:0.2463

{M1,D1}>{H2}:0.2619

Quantity 3

Advanced

TOP:2

TOP:2

TOP:2

{M1}>{B2}:100%

{M1}>{H2}:100%

{B2}>{H2}:100%

{M1}>{B2,H2}:

100%

{M1,B2}>{H2}:

100%

         Fig. 6. The correlation of transaction 

 

As shown in Figure 6, The transaction set is 

divided into three levels, namely low level, 

intermediate level, and high level. The set of each 

level is arranged according to the score of the 

occurrence of transactions. Each set of levels can 

get two sets of transactions with a high score 

system, which also shows that the probability of 

these high-scoring transactions is high. The 100% 

correlation transaction are: 

{ 1} { 2}M B , { 1} { 2}M H , { 2} { 2}B H ,

{ 1} { 2, 2}M B H , { 1, 2} { 2}M B H . The above 

symbol indicates the occurrence of the previous 

item, and the occurrence probability of the latter 

item is 100%. 

From the above analysis, the method research in 

this article believes that Transformer and Capacitor 

will also be damaged after Bus bar was damaged, 

and the loss must be stopped in time: turn off the 

relevant switches. Transformer 's damage also 

needs to pay attention to Capacitor at the same time. 

The correlation between device sets is also 

significant. When Bus bar and Transformer were 

damaged at the same time, we must know that 

Capacitor has also been damaged. 

These chain of equipment damage occurred, we 

will simulate the on-site early warning measures in 

the process of knowing the chain reaction, which is 

very meaningful for the protection of the project. 

The basis for early warning is based on the scores 

generated after the occurrence of each transaction 

set. From Figure 6, we can see that the score of the 

occurrence of transactions. The selection of 

thresholds in this section varies according to the 

level of the transaction occurrence chain. 

In the low-level environment, the threshold is 

selected as: 0.35. In the intermediate-level 

environment, the threshold is selected as: 0.24. In 

the advanced environment, the threshold is selected 

as: 0.24. From this we can see that each level of 

transaction generation chain has two transactions 

that get the highest score, and we could give early 

warning of these transactions. The content of the 

early warning is the highest scoring transaction set. 

This article hopes that such early warning can be 

brought to the field operation staff for maintenance 

guidance. 

 

3.3. The Influence of the number of branches on 

HR-Tree data mining 

This article extracts equipment data from the 

three accidents in the past five years, and selects 

equipment data of three different units. Each 

number means a group of data about a transformers 

and accessories, and the size of the control group 

ranges from few to many. At the same time, we set 

the scale factor in the experimental method to 0.4, 

and Table 9 shows the data mining results of the 

high-risk equipment set during the three accidents. 

 
Table 9. The influence of the number of branches  

Inspection scope         1#           1#2#      1#2#3# 

Number of branches:     20        32        45 

High risk set:           3        5        6 

Abnormal devices:       10        11        14 

    

Table 9 shows the relationship between the 

number of branches and the set of high-risk 

equipment. Abnormal devices represent the number 

of damaged device on site. As can be seen from 

Table 9, the number of branches represents the 

number of high-risk equipment sets in other means. 

The number of branches increases, and the number 

of high-risk equipment sets also increases. The 

increase of high-risk equipment sets has a warning 

effect on site supervisor. From the contrast of the 

abnormal events on the site, this is in line with 

reality. 

 

4. CONCLUSION  

 

With the increase of the automation degree of 

power equipment, the operation efficiency of 

personnel in handling accidents is also efficient. 

Nowadays, the power network framework has 

gradually changed. Digitalization has brought a 

huge operational revolution to dispatchers and 

substation employees, but the imformation is still 

necessary to be standardized and summarized. 

Without analysis of multi-dimensional information 

sources, it will bring the result of digital 
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accumulation which cause the dispatcher's inability 

to issue orders in a timely manner. 

On the basis of the fault set obtained after 

minusing branch, the correlation between the fault 

sets is calculated by the algorithm of article, so that 

the early warning of each fault occurrence was 

precise. The innovation of this article can be 

summarized from two parts: 

(1) Based on the multi-dimensional information 

foundation, this article quantifies the 

information into a digital network. This method 

establishes an HR-Tree for the digital network, 

then calculates the candidate high-risk set from 

the overall context. The process of branch 

reduction mainly strives for the redundancy of 

information. This method refers to the simplest 

calculation when the same result is obtained, 

which saves a lot of time and space for 

information processing.  

(2) This article selects the highest risk value of 

candidate set from each candidate  set, it 

accumulates historical data of each set and the 

operating status of the environment. The method 

could predicts the operating status of the 

environment through these prediction results: 

this paper can obtain the relationship about 

these equipments, which displayed on a 100-

point scale. Managers could choose the cause of 

failure from high-scoring devices, which can 

achieve innovation that reduces workload. 
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